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Abstract: This study while acknowledging the need to accommodate certain modifications
in translation to establish equilibrium or in some sense equivalence between the source and
target text, aims first to examine some of the ways in which these modifications are
implemented in real situations and second to illustrate some of the contributions the
contemporary theory of metaphor and schema theory can make to the translation of literary
works. Our basic claim in this paper is that it can be concluded from the analysis of translated
texts that, broadly speaking, most of the modifications in translation are implemented in
alignment with the schemata existing in the conceptual system of the translator and the
translation addressees. The paper starts by defining the basic concepts used in this study and
then these concepts are applied to the analysis of a number of examples extracted from the
translation of Khaled Hosseini's novel ‘The Kite Runner’ into Persian.
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1. Introduction
Before proceeding with the analysis of our corpus, it is necessary to define the aims of the
study and some basic concepts on which the analysis of our corpus is based.

1.1. Aims
The aim of this study is to illustrate how modifications are implemented in the actual process
of translation and at the same time to indicate how linguistic metaphors and their underlying
conceptual structures i.e. ‘image schemata’ vary from one language to another and should,
therefore, be taken into account in the process of translation, particularly in the translation of
literary works.

1.2. Basic concepts
In line with the objectives of this study, some basic concepts such as translation unit,
equivalence, modification, image schemata and metaphor are described in the following
sections.
1.2.1 Translation unit
Delimiting and defining the unit of translation has been, and still is, one of the main goals of
any translation theory. In recent studies there is a broad consensus that the unit of translation is
a variable chosen by the translator depending upon certain factors such as the text type and the
objective of translation. According to Neubert and Shreve (1992:1), a SL is embedded in a
complex linguistic, textual, and cultural context. Its meaning, communicative intent, and
interpretive effect draw upon its natural relationships in that environment. In other words, it is
only within the context of the text and the wider system of culture that the linguistic items can
be properly understood.
Similarly, Snell-Hornby (1988:2) uses the term ‘text-in-situation’ to emphasize the role of
text, its context, and the importance of text analysis in translation process. A text, she believes,
should not be analyzed in parts, but as a whole, from the ‘macro-level’ to the ‘micro-level’. The
analysis, therefore, begins on the macro level “identifying the text in terms of culture and

situation” (ibid: 69), then it is reduced to the micro level, where the structure of the text is
analyzed.
A text, Snell-Hornby believes, is more than just a linguistic phenomenon, it has a
communication function reflecting the culture and society in which it is written. This notion of
culture is so prominent in her view that she considers translation not just a mere process of
trans-coding words from one language to another, but a transfer of culture from one culture to
another. According to Genztler (1993: 75)
Snell Hornby tries to illustrate how translations may need to be altered for the target
culture, depending on the information in question and the audience. She no longer
defines translation as an activity that takes place between two languages, but views it
as an interaction between two cultures.

Taking into account that this study deals with the translation of a novel that mostly reveals
social, cultural and communicative aspects of language, the whole text is ,therefore, considered
as the unit of translation.

1.2.2 Equivalence
As Neubert and Shreve (1992:22) point out the text-linguistic model of translation maintains
that an original text and a translation are different not only because their sentences are different
(having been determined by linguistic rules of the two different language systems), but also
because of the constraints operating at a level beyond the sentence. Even though achieving
exact sameness or complete identity through translation is impossible, the translator can still
establish a notion of equivalence between two textual units. Neubert and Shreve (ibid: 349)
quote from Ricardo Munoz Martin who defines equivalence as “a correspondence hypothesis
established by a translator between two textual units of varying length and nature, always from
his/her particular view.”

For the purpose of this study, we accept the notion of ‘communicative equivalence’ as
defined by Neubert and Shreve. They suggest that, “though the conception of narrow linguistic
equivalence is not justifiable, ‘communicative equivalence’ is” (ibid:142). Communicative
equivalence is achieved when the target text which stands in the place of the ST “yields similar
information to similar readers in essentially similar situations”, and “plays the same
communicative role as the SL, even though their two textual surfaces do not match (ibid: 143).”
The notion of equivalence implies the notion of modification, that is, the ST should be
manipulated to produce similar information for a new cultural audience.

1.2.3 Modification
Translation is more than duplication or restructuring of source language sequences. Besides
the differences in the linguistic systems of languages, there are also some suprasentential, or
textual factors which lead to different discoursal systems. The translator, therefore, should not
only be equipped with the knowledge of the two language systems (linguistic knowledge) and
the text's subject knowledge, but also with a communicative knowledge, that is, knowledge of
the different interaction patterns in the two cultural communities to establish linguistic or
cultural equilibrium in translation. To achieve this equilibrium and to produce a more
satisfactory and pragmatically adequate translation, the translator has to modify the ST by using
a variety of methods, including explicitation, deletion, and modulation. For example, to
establish structural equilibrium between two languages, modifications can be in the form of
transposition of elements in phrases, clauses, sentences, or paragraphs, changing parts of
speech, adding/omitting some linguistic items like propositions, articles, conjunctions, changing
the word order etc.
Thus, modification is viewed in this study as a general term implying any kind of change or
manipulation, in the form of the ST (at lexical or discoursal level) to convey the maximum

meaning of it into the target language and to establish equilibrium (or equivalence) between the
source and the target texts.
Since one type of modifications analyzed in this paper, are those implemented in line with
metaphorical projections of the image -schemata existing in our conceptual system, a brief
explanation of schema theory, image schemata and metaphor is deemed necessary.

1.2.4 Schema Theory and Image Schemata
The relation between the term ‘schema theory’ and ‘image schema’ is that of a hyponymy;
the first being the super-ordinate and the latter the hyponym. In general, schemata are abstract
and organized background knowledge of our social and physical experience which are activated
by the relevant elements in discourse. According to this theory, meanings are not contained
within the text, but are constructed in the interaction between the text and the interpreter's
relevant prior knowledge. According to Johnson (1987:19) a schema is
a cluster of knowledge representing a particular generic procedure, object, percept,
event, sequence of events, or social situation which provides a skeleton structure for
a concept that can be instantiated, or filled out, with the detailed properties of the
particular instance being represented.

Schemata exist “at a level of generality and abstraction that allows them to serve repeatedly
as identifying patterns in an indefinitely large number of experiences, perceptions and image
formations for objects or events that are similarly structured in the relevant ways (ibid:28).”
Schemata are also believed to be “higher-level, complex (and even conventional or habitual)
knowledge structures” (Van Dijk,1981:141) which “function as ‘ideational scaffolding’ in the
organization and interpretation of experience” (Brown and Yule,1983:247), and which “enable
us to mentally structure perceptions and events” (Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987, 1989).
Image schemata arise from every day bodily and social experiences and build up during the
early stages of our development through sensory motor activities i.e. manipulation of objects,

temporal and spatial orientations and perceptual interactions. These abstract structures of
knowledge help us understand and reason about our physical experiences and by metaphorical
projection of these patterns from the realm of the physical to other more abstract domains, we
can understand and reason about abstract and non-physical concepts as well.
Johnson (1987) distinguishes various image schemata, the most salient of which are:
CONTAINER, FORCE, PATH, LINKS, CYCLES, SCALES, etc. The first three image
schemata will be elaborated on when we examine some examples from our corpus in the last
section of the paper.

1.2.5 Metaphor
In the theory of metaphor, proposed by Lakoff (1992), metaphor is not just a device of the
poetic imagination and rhetorical linguistic expressions, but it is pervasive in our everyday life,
not just in language but in thought and action. The essence of metaphor is to understand and
experience one thing in terms of another.
Contemporary theory of metaphor suggests that by mapping from a source domain to a
target domain in our conceptual system, we actually conceptualize and understand nonphysical
and abstract concepts. These metaphorical mappings are conventional, but not arbitrary. They
have a basis in our physical and cultural experience.
Image schemata as mental patterns, are available as source domains in a variety of
metaphorical mappings. For example, Lakoff and his students have indicated that various
aspects of event structures, like states, changes, processes, actions, causes, purposes, and
means, and the most common abstract concepts like, time are characterized cognitively via
metaphor in terms of space, motion, and force (container, path and force schemata
respectively). We speak of being in or out of a state, of going into or out of it, of entering or
leaving it, etc. as metaphorical expressions with underlying container image schema.

Lakoff and Johnson (2003:57) maintain that most of our conceptual system is metaphorically
structured; that is, most concepts are partially understood in terms of other concepts. For
example in both English and Persian, argument is viewed as a war. So we talk about argument
in terms of war. We can actually win or lose arguments. We see the person we are arguing with
as an opponent. We attack his positions and defend our own, and so on. Another metaphorical
concept in both languages is TIME IS MONEY metaphor. Having this concept in our cognitive
system, we use and understand the following metaphorical expressions:
You are wasting your time. I don't have the time to give you. I spent a lot of time here.
You're running out of time. Do you have much time left? …
These conventional metaphors are grounded in constant interaction with our physical and
cultural environments and “takes place within a vast background of cultural presuppositions”
(ibid :58).
A distinction can be made between experiences that are more physical, and those that are
more cultural. Some metaphorical mappings are based on our direct physical experience, while
others are grounded in our general knowledge schema, that is, the overall knowledge about
everything in our environment that can serve as a basis for metaphorical projections in language
(e.g in the case of proverbs). This overall knowledge is referred to as ‘generic-level schema’
and is considered a “variable template that can be filled in in many ways”( Lakoff, 1992:29).
Another distinction Fundamental to the contemporary theory of metaphor is that between
conceptual metaphors and linguistic metaphors. A conceptual metaphor is a cognitive mapping
between two different domains, whereas a linguistic metaphor (also called metaphorical
expression) is an expression of such a mapping through language. In other words, linguistic
metaphors are surface realizations of the conceptual metaphors existing in our mind. Lakoff and
Johnson use big cases (block letters) for conceptual metaphors ( TIME IS MONEY,
ARGUMENT IS WAR, LOVE IS A JOURNEY, …) to mark this distinction.

2. Corpus
To examine how modifications are implemented in translation, we chose Khaled Hosseini’s
novel, The Kite Runner, as the corpus for our analysis. The Kite Runner was first translated into
Persian in 2004, but one year later another translation of the text was published. The former is
used as the corpus in this study. Using systematic Sampling Model we came up with one eighth
of the whole novel (i.e. 25 pages) to be studied.
Having compared these sample pages with the translated text, we came up with different
types of modifications which will be described in the following sections.

3. Analyzing the data
We now proceed to the analysis of some examples of modifications from our corpus to
illustrate the ways in which these modifications are implemented in the target text and at the
same time to indicate how schema theory and the current theory of metaphor can help the
translator to establish equilibrium between the source and the target text. Modifications are
dealt with under two categories of ‘Lexical modifications’and ‘Discoursal modifications.’

3.1 Lexical modifications
In this type of modification, a word in the ST is replaced by a word from the TL which is not
just its formal equivalence, but also its communicative equivalence in the target culture. As is
illustrated in the following examples, these modifications are implemented in line with the
readers' general background knowledge of the world they live in and, therefore, play an
important role in making the translation intelligible to the readers. Image schemata are also
important in this type of modification because some of the conceptualizations made in this
process are based on underlying image schemata. Here are some examples.

ST

p.1 … slanting, narrow eyes like bamboo leaves.

TUداOX YZي رO هQRS ٦ .ص
TT

tiny almond-shaped eyes
Bamboo leaves is replaced by almond-shaped and

Modification

narrow is replaced by tiny to describe the eyes in Persian.

ST

P. 26 The snow (is) so white my eyes burn

bfYcU  راQRS ^` آa اbcda رbefg فiX \].ص
TT

The snow is so white that it hits eyes.

Modification

The whiteness of snow burns eyes in English, but it hits
eyes in Persian.

ST

p.58 ….his voice was breaking.
.bZزipTU mZاbn ١٢٣.ص

TT

His voice was trembling.
In the ST, voice is breaking is a projection of the generic

Modification

schema BREAK, but trembling in TT, is a projection of
TREMBLE schema.

ST

p.58 a sheen of grief
Qs  ازTqrU ١٢٢ .ص

TT

A wave of grief

Grief
Modification

as

an

abstract

concept

is

conventionally

conceptualized In the ST by mapping the knowledge about
sheen onto the knowledge about grief, but in TT, to
conceptualize the bigness of grief, the concrete domain of
wave is chosen for metaphorical mapping.

p.66 I kept my eyes glued to those florescent green hands.
ST
.Qx| دوYwa Txyaرrz{ يO^هXieu نg ^X  راQZOهQRS ١٣٩.ص
TT

I sewed my eyes on to those florescent green hands.
In English people glue their eyes to something, but in

Modification

Persian people sew their eyes on something.

ST

p.82 the color dropped from her face.
.bZi mرrn  ازf ر١٧.ص

TT

The color flew from her face.
In English dropping color from one's face is a projection of

Modification

DROPPING schema, But in Persian, color flies from one's
face.

ST

p.130 He is muttering something under his breath.
.by آTU ^UYUي زYcS p iZ ز٢٧١.ص
He is muttering something under his lips.

TT
Modification

In English people mutter under their breath, but in Persian
they do this under their lips.

ST

p.58 We have made our decision.
.QZ^ اx{i ن راOU Qc  ١٢٢.ص

TT

We have got our decisions.
Modification

In English, they make their decision, while in Persian, they
get it.

3.2 Discoursal Modifications
Discoursal modifications refer to those modifications which go beyond the single word and
are implemented by applying various strategies. The aim of this type of modification is to
achieve certain goals like grammatical adjustment, establishing linguistic or cultural
equivalence, and finding equivalences for linguistic metaphors with regard to their underlying
conceptual metaphors. Accordingly, this type of modification is presented here in four subgroups.

3.2.1 Structural Modifications
These are modifications implemented in line with the structure of TL and are carried out in
several ways including transposition of elements in phrases, clause, sentences, or paragraphs,

changing parts of speech, adding/omitting some linguistic items like propositions, articles,
conjunctions, etc. as can be seen in the following examples.

ST

TT

p.10 Baba heaved a sigh of impatience.

.bcR آTهg Tznr TX OX OXOX ٢٣.ص
He sighed impatiently.

Modification

ST

A noun phrase is changed into an adverb of manner.

P. 29 Except now, he was the ant and I was holding
the magnifying glass.

`abX cXدم ذرg نg U د وrX ^SرrU ^ اوRc] ه٣.ص
TT

Modification

ST

I was the magnifier-holder man.

A complete sentence is rendered into a phrase.

p.106 sweaty little man

 دادTU قiu يrX ^ اي آYZد رiU ٢٢١ .ص
TT
A little man who smelt of sweat.

Modification

An adjective is rendered into a noun phrase.

ST
TT

p.106 Muslims have to help Muslims.
.baiX نOzU ^ دادX bZOX نOzU ٢٢١ .ص
Muslim has to help Muslim.

Modification

Singular form in TT for the plural in ST

ST

p.138 It may be very dangerous.

TT

.`cf Q هi|  ازTpO| ... ٢٨٧.ص
… It is not void of danger.

Modification

negative form of verb in TT for positive in ST

3.2.2 Linguistic Equation
The number of lexical items conveying a given concept varies across languages. For
example a one-word verb like ‘remember’ is conveyed in Persian by three words (وردنg iO| ^X
= bring to memory). Linguistic equation in translation is, therefore, inevitable. Examples:

ST
TT

p.7. Skeptics had urged him …
.. bfدiآTU ارin اbyxرش  داO^ آX ^ آTZOfg ١٧.ص
Those who were doubtful about his work …

Modification

There is a one-word noun in English which is translated
into a six- word sentence in Persian.

ST

p.10 but he just nodded, muttered, ‘Good’.
.‘^Xr|’ :`d p iZ و زbfOwyq يia e{  اوOU ا٢.ص

TT

But he only moved his head and said under his lip:
‘Good’
Modification

Two one-word verbs in the ST are rendered into threeword and four-word verb phrases respectively.

ST

p.90. He showed up at the door.
.b اbc ^fO| ^اش دم درzو آia ^{bZ ١٨٨.ص

TT
Suddenly his head appeared at the door .
An English two-word verb is rendered into five words

Modification

in Persian

3.2.3 Cultural Equation
expressions with cultural load in ST are replaced by expressions conveying the same
meaning in the TT. Here the entire discourse is changed as can be seen in the following
examples.

ST

p.12 A boy who won't stand up for himself becomes
a man who can't stand up to anything.
دrRX ^ آQد هiU ،bRX بg دش را ازr| Qcz bfاrxf ^ي آi ٢٩ .ص

TT

.bZg iX ريO از  آbfاr Tf
A boy who is not able to pull his rug out of water ’

Modification

The phrase stand up for himself is rendered into a
proverb in Persian.

ST

p.122 How had Ali lived in that house, day in and day
out, knowing he had been dishonored by his master…

TT

نg ي درiZ  از دTZ  راO` روزهfاr رrS Tzu ٢\\.ص
...دi^ دار آp  راmxccc mXOX` ارf داTU ^yZ اOX byي آia ^fO|
…knowing that his master has stained his reputation.
Dishonored is replaced with its cultural equivalent in

Modification

Persian

ST

p.18 he was beaming

.وردg TU ل درOX `; دا٠.ص

TT
He was growing wings.

This is a case of two different ways of conceptualizing
Modification

the abstract concept of happiness based on two different
general knowledge schemata.

ST

p.162 My heart gave a sick lurch

.b رO Qp دbyX ٣\١ .ص

TT
My heart's band was torn.
Modification

The phrase give a sick lurch is rendered into an idiom
in Persian.

3.2.4 Modification of linguistic metaphors
In this part we examine those modifications which when implemented in translation bring
about a change in the linguistic metaphors of the ST and their corresponding schemata. Only
changes in three underlying schemata are dealt with here i.e. CONTAINER, FORCE, and
PATH. These schemata are selected because of “their prominent role in the construction of
metaphors” (Pena 1999). First the structural elements of these schemata are examined.

A. CONTAINER or CONTAINMENT schema
This schema structures our regular recurring experiences of seeing bounded areas, like caves,
rooms, going into and getting out of them, putting objects into and taking them out of
containers. As a result of projecting this pattern into the domain of abstract concepts,
metaphorical expressions emerge.
B. FORCE schema
We encounter with the physical forces in our environment, external forces like gravity,
wind, light, heat, etc. At the same time, we can forcefully interact with our surroundings. These
physical patterns are internalized in our mind as an abstract structure that can be projected into
the domain of non-physical and abstract things.

C. PATH schema
The structural elements of the PATH schema are a starting point or a source, an end point or
a destination and a direction. If you go from a source to a destination along a path, you must
pass through each intermediate point on the path and that the further along the path you move,
the more time is gone since the starting point ( Lakoff 1989: 119). Again these patterns can be
projected into the domain of non-physical and abstract things.

3.2.4.1 Modifications in alignment with the image schemata
A. CONTAINER → PATH

ST

p. 10. but I hadn't turned out like him.
.دمrX ^x{if ^ اوX ¢
ً n اU Tp و٢ .ص

TT

but I hadn't resembled him
Turn out is based on OUT schema, one of the

Modification

CONTAINER's entailments. But it's Persian equivalent
is based on the PATH schema

ST

p.114 she looked like she had not eaten for days.
.دrX ردr¤f يYcS  روزZbyS bca رTU i£f ^X ٢٣٨.ص

TT

It seemed that she had not eaten …

Modification

Looked like is based on CONTAINER schema, but its
Persian equivalent is based on PATH schema.

PATH → CONTAINER
ST

P.122 The questions kept coming at me.

.bca رTU Qy^ ذهX ال¥a `R ^د آrX ال¥a ٢\\.ص
TT
The questions reached to my mind one after another.
Modification

Underlying PATH schema of kept coming is changed
into CONTAINER schema of reached to my mind.

ST

p. 154 I ended up there one night…
... ^§ وردمg درO¨fg  ازia ¦fOU ز٣١٨ .ص

TT

One day my head emerged out of that place....
to end up is a metaphor based on the PATH schema,

Modification

but its equivalent in Persian is based on the
CONTAINER schema.

PATH → FORCE
ST

TT

p.58 a sheen of grief across his face

.`{i  اش راiS Qs  ازTqrU ،b O OXOX ١٢٢ .ص
A wave of sorrow took his face.

Modification

Across is based on PATH, whereas took away is based
on FORCE schema.

P.114 I sat with Sanaubar all day as the sky went
ST

from bright blue to purple.

^X TXg ن ازOag f^ رyZ اO QxRf iXryn رOyم روز آO ٢٣٩.ص
.bcZاi Tfاrsار
TT

All day long I sat beside Sanaubar until the color of the
sky grew from blue to purple.

Modification

PATH schema in English, but FORCE schema in
Persian

p. 114 one of the cuts went from cheekbone to
ST

hairline and it had not spared her left eye on the
way.

TT

د وrX b bcR آOهrU Oyxa رO ^fr  ازO هTbZiX  ازTZ ٢٣٨ .ص
.دrX ^x© Q او هªS QRS ش ازicU در
One of the cuts was pulled from cheekbone to hairline
and passed through his left eye on its way.

Modification

PATH schema in English, but FORCE schema in Persian

CONTAINER → FORCE
ST

p. 42 It is a look that will haunt my dreams for
weeks.

TT

.دic TU U اب را ازr| O^ هxd هO نg  ازbX ^ آTهOf ٩٠.ص
A look that will take sleep from my eyes.

Modification

The underlying schema is changed from CONTAINER
to FORCE

ST

P. 194 I fall asleep almost immediately.

.دiX TU QXاr| ^znO{¬OX OًwZie

TT

Almost immediately sleep took me away.
Modification

Underlying image schema is changed from
CONTAINER to FORCE.

FORCE → PATH
ST

p. 50 And for a while, it took my mind off what had
happened that winter, what I had let happen.

TT

لOa نg نOxU را آ^ زTOd اTbU ايiX عr¯rU c و ه١٠\.ص
.دiX دمOZ  از،bxdcX دمrX ^x ©اU ^ را آTOd ا،دrX دOx{ا
to take one's mind off in English is based on both path

Modification

and force schema , but it's Persian equivalent is based
on containment and path schemata.

ST

p.106 I drifted to sleep

دiX QXاr| ٢٢١ .ص

TT
Sleep took me away

Drift is based on FORCE schema, but its equivalent in
Modification

Persian is based on PATH schema.

3.2.4.2 Modifications in alignment with generic-level Schemata
Lakoff and Turner (1989) hypothesized the existence of what they called ‘generic-level
metaphor’ to deal with the problems they faced with personification and proverbs. Lakoff
(1992:29) refers to “the schema underlying such metaphors as ‘generic-level schema’ … which
is a very general schema characterizing an open-ended category of situations. We can think of it
as variable template that can be filled in in many ways.”

The examples below illustrate how generic-level metaphors and thus their corresponding
schemata in the ST vary from those of the TT. This fact again indicates the significance of
using functional equivalents in translation.

ST

p.146 He gets caught, they'll give him a flogging that
will waken his father in the grave.

نOag يOsiU ^ آbyfYX mX T¢ نOyS شbficX i ا٣٠٢.ص
.byy^ آZi mpO ^X

TT

If they get him, they'll give him such a flogging that the
birds in the sky will cry for him.

Modification

A proverb in the ST is replaced by a proverb in TT.

ST

p.186 ‘you're preaching to the choir, Amir,’ he said.
"But the fact is, take current immigration laws, adoption
agency policies, and the political situation in Afghanistan,
and the deck is stacked against you."

TT
`c وا.icU` اcf رOهbX O{i Z^ اX نORr Ofg” `d ٣٨٠.ص
رrUت اOa¥U يOرهO را آ،تiqOU ريOq cfاr ^X ^qr OX ^` آa اZا

“.اريbf  ايbfiX گiX ´c ه،نOxfO²{ اTaOca Zاi  وTbfاr|bfزi{
Modification

you're preaching to the choir is rendered into what
literary means their ears do not owe anything to what is
said and the deck is stacked against you is rendered into
you don't have any winning card.

4. Conclusion
This paper aimed to indicate how ‘schema theory’ and the current theory of metaphor
can contribute to the theory and practice of translation. It is, therefore, difficult to draw as
exact and concrete conclusions as can be derived from a quantitative analysis. We try,
however, to draw some general conclusions based on the data we analyzed above.
The analysis of the corpus revealed that modification, in general, is an indispensable
element of every translation. As it was noted earlier in this paper, modification refers to any
type of changes in the form of the source text which result in achieving a better and more
readable text in the target language. According to Popovic (1975)
because of the communicative differences between SL and TL that almost always
exist, the translator should modify any cultural specificities in the ST to conform
to target culture norms. These modifications should not affect the core of meaning
but influence only the expressive form (quoted from Taylor, 2009:39)

On the other hand, the contemporary theory of metaphor has taught us that most basic
concepts like time, quantity, states, changes, processes, actions, causes, purposes, etc. and
even emotional concepts are comprehended through metaphor, i.e. via conventional
correspondences between source and target domains. As Lakoff and Johnson (2003:4) state,
“metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and
action.”Also, as it was said before, ‘image schemata’ as knowledge structures in our minds
provide source domains for metaphorical projections, we can, therefore, conclude that
metaphors and their underlying image schemata, are inevitable components of any kind of
study related to language. As the modifications we examined from our corpus indicated
almost all types of these modifications, at a more general level, are implemented in line
with the schemata existing a priori in the conceptual system of translation addressees and
thus play an important role not only in achieving balance in translation, but also in the

enhancement of the readability of the translation text. It is, therefore recommended that the
schemata theory and the theory of metaphor , in general, and image schemata, in particular,
be incorporated in the theory and practice of translation.
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